Cb750 chopper

The bike is in excellent shape with very minor wear. It drives great and shifts smooth with plenty
of power. All maintenance has been kept up, all custom work was done professionally and it has
like new tires. Also equipped with safety crash bars as seen in pictures.. Clean blue Texas title
in hand, serious inquiries only, Cash only, no. Last registered in Has original pink slip. It is in
Yerington, Nv. Last registered in , it's in great condition. If interested it's in Yerington, Nv. This
is a , one of a kind bike that you can't find anywhere. Runs and Drives great. Only 5k miles on it
Has electric and kickstart big bore kit. Might trade for nice sporty or older soft tail. I'm selling
my Honda Chopper project. This would be a good project to get ready for bike week or weekend
rides. The engine has been totally rebuilt and was running before I started the wiring. Bike
comes with a clean Florida title and all parts needed to be completed. I will not respond to scam
calls or texts. Thank you Needs rewired and restored. Runs good. Clean Illinois rcnstd title. See
pictures. Call Mick at This bike is built right!!! A ton of blood, sweat and tears flow into this built.
And more money than I am asking for. Custom built hardtail frame, solo spring saddle, springer
front e. Nice Winter project bike needs restored been sitting for years.. We're cleaning out our
warehouse and up for sale is a Michigan garage found 's-era Honda CB Custom Chopper - bike
has low miles as seen in pics and is in good condition- the motor rolls over by hand and electric
starter and has good compression- bike will need a complete clutch assembly as this was
missing when we got the bike- bike was stored in a heated garage for years and was
customized. Very unique Honda chopper - Smith girder, Amen Saviors chassis - clean title needs finish assembly but most everything is there - engine turns over - not run in 20 years look over the pics - for sale elsewhere as well - I am not a motorcycle guy but will try answer
questions best I can. Thank you. Ohio title project bike. For both or will sell sell separately. Very
rare excellent running bike. Harley wheels and rear disc brake , rigid frame ,79 k engine, clean
title. Needs exhaust work Oil leaking from 1 cylinder upper. Its a running project does need
some work. If interested in more info email. Vintage, Old School, Honda 4 Chopper. Runs fast!
Extended Softtail springer frame with 12 over Springer front end. Everything custom , with
original engine. Lots of new stuff, Z type Handlebars, gauges, headlight, foot pegs, brakes,
cables, tires, wheels and rim liners. New Stainless spokes in Hallcraft small brake front wheel.
Nice vintage sissy bar with pad. Finned chrome engine covers. City: College Station, TX.
Posted: 1 month ago. City: Galveston, TX. City: Victoria, TX. City: Beaumont, TX. City: Houston,
TX. City: Dallas, TX. Posted: 8 months ago. City: Las Vegas, NV. City: South Bend, IN. City:
Orange County, CA. Posted: 10 months ago. City: Des Moines, IA. City: Lakeland, FL. City: La
Crosse, WI. Posted: 11 months ago. City: Dubuque, IA. City: Tucson, AZ. City: New Jersey, NJ.
Posted: 12 months ago. Posted: 1 year ago. City: Fort Collins, CO. City: Toledo, OH. City: Grand
Rapids, MI. City: Minneapolis, MN. City: Fargo, ND. City: Columbus, OH. City: St. Augustine, FL.
Posted: 2 years ago. City: Louisville, KY. Make Triumph. Model Bonneville. Well, here's the deal
I had a customer come into the shop a couple of years ago with a slightly bent axle that he
wanted fixed. We got to talking and he told me the axle was from an old Triumph chopper
project that he had bought a couple of years earlier. His buddies had talked him into buying
these boxes of parts, an engine and a couple of wheels with the assurance that they would help
out with the restoration, but when it came time for the hard part they disappeared. Email or call
with any questions or for more pics. LaCrosse WI. Make Honda. Model CB. This cool chopper
was built in I purchased about three years back in Las Vegas from a guy that owned it since He
bought it in Santa Cruz, California. Bike runs good. Leaks a little oil from valve cover I believe.
Very dependable. Clean title. Registered as a s special construction cb Currently registered.
Located in Sacramento. Other than that, buyer must arrange shipping. Rear disk brake for great
stoppage. Front wheel is the style that a front brake can be hooked up to. Runs good, daily
rider, kick and electric start, or 76 motor I think, not past 76 for sure. Bike paint job is a cheap
rattle can that looks good for the era bike that it is. Make Custom Built Motorcycles. Model
Chopper. This bike is registered as a CB It was blue tagged in when it was originally built.
Harman front end rare version with top tree so you can change out the bars. The frame is made
by CCE. The seat was custom made for this bike and fits perfectly. Engine has about miles on it.
I've ridden this thing from Sacramento to Phoenix and back with no issues. I've also ridden it
from Sacramento to LA and back a few times. It's a very reliable bike with great history. The
head gasket is leaking a bit and will need to be replaced, but the bike still runs great. I have the
head gasket and valve cover gaskets as well as some additional cover gaskets clutch cover,
points cover, alternator cover, etc. The chrome on the bike isn't in perfect condition but still
nice. The carbs are jetted a little too rich for this engine and should be swapped out with some
stock carbs to run perfectly. Again, the bike runs great as it sits. The frame, tank and fender are
spray painted, not professionally done. The alternator cover has some heavy scratching on it.
The oil is fresh, the timing, carbs and valves have all recently been adjusted and it runs very
strong. Please ask any and all questions before bidding. I'm willing to work with you on getting

it shipped but you will be overall responsible for shipping. Full payment due within 3 days of
winning bid unless otherwise agreed upon before hand. Clean title will be signed over upon
complete payment. Registered as a CB It has a refurbished CycleXchange engine in it with a
stock rebuild inside. The head gasket is leaking and will need to be replaced, but the bike still
runs great. The chrome on the bike isn't in perfect condition. The carbs are jetted a little too rich
for this engine and should be swapped out with some stock carbs to run perfect. The oil is
fresh, the timing and valves have all recently been adjusted and it runs very strong. CB Rat bike
project. I have assembled this from several parts bikes, I just don't have time to mess with it
anymore and I'm getting ready to move. All it needs is points, a new battery, carbs tuned and
float bowls adjusted and it will be running. It currently is not running but the engine ran when I
bought it. It has new coils, plugs, cables, a custom oil tank, an led light bar headlight, led turn
signals and stoplights. I used rebar for the fender strut, the paint job is rattle canned flat black
and meant to chip off and look weathered. I upgraded the front end to a goldwing dual disc front
end, the tires are in pretty good shape, but it needs a front inner tube. I designed a leaf spring
seat for a pretty cool look. It has no starter and is kick only, the wiring has been redone so there
is no provision for a starter any longer. Alabama doesn't title vehicles this old, so you will get a
bill of sale. Thanks for looking. Bike is not completed but has clean Arizona title in my name.
Frame built ground up. Neck still has VIN number. Bike was running before I chopped it I rode it
around some to make sure before I dismantled it. All of the original wiring and everything else is
still there. Engine runs well. Front end is an original fury Springer from the seventies. Front
wheel is a mini spool chopper wheel with brand new tire. Rear wheel is 16 inch Harley wheel. I
have forward controls and Exhaust that will go with bike also. I also have a brand new chain in a
box that will go with it. Mustang tank from the sixties painted blue metal flake. Dual rectangle
front lights and the bars. This is a very unique bike and will stand out from the rest. Buyer is
responsible for pickup from Phoenix it's being shipped after that buyer is responsible for
setting up shipping and cost. Make American Ironhorse. For Sale by owner. New street sweeper
exhaust. Ultima 3" wide belt drive. Dry Barnett Race Clutch. New Back Tire. Has been kept in
enclosed area. Avon Venom Tires. Original MSO. Divorce, must sell. You pick-up or Ship. Old
school hand etched covers and valve cover, this is a lost art. Valve cover bolts have been
turned down, recessed and gold plated all done in the 70's. The rest of the hardware is
stainless. Tons invested. New Cycle X rims, chrome with turned centers. Cycle X exhaust. Dyna
S ignition. Registered in my name Tons of receipts. Have all documentation, lots of history here.
Have all documentation.. Not your average Honda Chopper. This bike is very unique and has
correct patina for its vintage. Everything works as it should and the bike always attracts a
crowd. Although the bike has a lot of new parts it is still 40 years old, so please do not expect a
new bike. Runs great, trans shifts smoothly. The bike is turn key and ready to go, needs
nothing. If you are local fell free to contact me and come by to take a look. All shipping and
arrangements are the responsibility of the buyer. Up for your consideration is a Honda CB K5.
Clear Indiana title in my name. VIN cb Engine cbe This is a good, complete non running project.
Was last plated in and was running good at that time. Engine turns over with good compression
with kick or electric start. Frame is straight and unaltered. Front and rear brakes are in working
condition. Tires hold air but are older. Carbs open with throttle and snap back. Shifts through all
gears fine. Original key fits ignition and seat lock. Inside of fuel is bright and clean. Bike was
parked after the ignition quit turning bike on and off. Wont take much to get this back on the
road. See pics and feel free to message with any questions or to see the bike in person. Sold as
is no warranty. Full payment due via cashiers check or cash in person. International buyers
welcome with payment via wire transfer. Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer. I can
coordinate with shipper of your choice and hold the bike safe until pick up can be arranged.
Excellent condition, automatic, pearl white with green flames. Every piece except the heads and
engine case was bought or built especially for this bike during the two years that it took to
complete the project. The engine was built in Montana while the frame was being built in
Oklahoma. The engine is a CB case, built to spec using a new lightened crankshaft, rods, 3mm
oversized pistons, shaved heads, balanced components, and oversized valves. It was ported
and relieved and bored, then fitted with four oversized KeihinCR carbs with polished aluminum,
billet-turned flared racing intakes. Once the engine build was finished, the unpainted engine
parts were chromed, the case was painted with several coats of silver paint, and the heads were
painted General Motors red orange with heat resistant ceramic paint. The engine starts at a
touch of the starter, then runs with a high-RPM, ripping, tearing sound much like that of a
Formula 1 race car. The frame design was taken from the soft tail Harley Davidson, and cut and
assembled from raw stock by well known chopper frame builders, Chopper One of Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Next, the frame was fitten with two custom, chrome, spoke wheels with heavy gold
plated nipples built by H D Wheels of Chatsworth, California, along with a set of different-sized,

matching, custom poured whitewall tires. The heavy duty chrome front forks were then
purchased and fitted to the bike for proper rake by Cycle One. After the bike was moved to
Montana, the frame was lightened by outsourcing the drilling of a series of carefully spaced,
matching, visually pleasing holes in the swing arm and the outside pivot arm to a mechanical
engineering shop. The frame was drilled in several strategic locations to be used later during
the installation of several components. Temporary handlebars were fitted to the frame to allow
movement of the bike around the assembly area. The finish is striking in every regard,
particularly for its attention to detail. For example, all of the socket head screws were machined
to a taper and then brass plated. All of the fittings were are either brass or chrome. The battery
box was assembled and drilled by the builder who then installed a painted 12 volt maintenance
free battery and carefully positioned the assembly on the frame so that it would become a
visible part of the bike. The fuel tank made to spec for the bike by Thompson Choppers. Once it
was received, it was flushed clean of all construction by-product, and custom installation
brackets were constructed by the builder. Once cleaned, the tank was attached to the frame with
temporary brackets, and the vintage aircraft fuel cap was cut and fitted to the tank. It, too, was
built to spec by Thompson Choppers. A special oil cap was constructed as a design feature
from a heavy, solid brass radiator cap from an old Ford pickup â€” then lathe polished to a
bright shine. Custom chrome oil lines were installed to both convey oil between the tank and
the engine, and to connect the two together in a visual manner consistent with the design of the
rest of the engine compartment. The whole apparatus was topped off with engine mounted,
stainless steel heat and pressure gauges. The fenders, which were drawn and built by
Milwaukee Steel, are strong enough for an adult to sit on either one without damage. Both
brakes are four-piston, fully chromed Brembo disc brakes with chrome rotors. The foot rests,
brake pedal, and gear shift are all matched, round chrome oversized pegs with alternating
milled circles of brass and chrome, the same configuration also used on both handlegrips, one
of which serves as the twist grip throttle. The huge 8 inch oversized headlight was metal spun
and assembled for the builder. The last two tasks before sending the bike out for preparation
and painting were: the installing of a custom sewm, neutral colored leather seat from a seat
maker in Denver, and the custom assembly by the builder of frame mounted brass seat springs
with shocks in a special, handmade coil-over configuration designed to highlight the seating
arrangement. The bike was then disassembled and shipped to Ortiz Custom Cycles in Denver, a
well known custom builder, for final smoothing of the welds and metal surfaces, and then the
application of the magnificent, one-off paint job. Before the prep work was even begun, Larry
Ortiz personally met with the owner and developed the overall painting plan using special
paints, an imported artist skilled in pinstripe painting, and a third artist, this one specializing in
creating special effects who was tasked with creating a fuel tank pictorial from a National
Geographic photo of an exploding sun. Once that was done, a coat of BMW metallic white paint
was applied to the frame, fenders, and fueltank, and the GM red orange color was used on the
headlight, oil tank, several frame members, and the taillights. Without doubt, the paint job on
the chopper, both in design, quality, originality, and application, is one of a kind Once the paint
cured, the bike was returned to Montana and reassembled, and several high points added
during the finishing up of the motorcycle. In order to use indicators that fit with the design of
the machine and which would function with the original electric system, it was necessary to
purchase both a specially built analogue speedometer, and a specially built analogue
tachometer, from a German custom house, MotoGadget, since they are not unavailable for
purchase over the counter. Matched aluminum housings, one each containing a speedometer
and a tachometeter, with matching faces and indicator needles, were purchased to house the
instruments. The finished gauges were installed on the bike by bolting the speedometer to the
left handlebar, the tach to the right, and then integrating both into the machine with wiring
concealed within the frame. It is difficult to overemphasize the quality of this feature. Analogue
gauges are no longer in production, and the cost to persuade the manufacturer to build two
new, duplicate instruments was very high. As well, it took months of fine adjusting before either
instrument would produce reliable, consistent output. Needless to say, these two beautiful,
polished, one-of-a-kind instruments are worth more than many commercially manufactured
motorcycles. In keeping with the quality and uniqueness of the finish work, the temporary
handlebars were replaced with oversized bars and risers supplied by Exile Cycle. The drive
chains are oversized, heavy duty, and gold colored to fit the color scheme. The temporary
handlebar levers were replaced with new heavy duty ones which are brass plated and machine
polished. The taillight is a set of two small coordinated orange painted lights, one on each side
of the rear fender, which lights also double as directional signals. The kickstand is heavy
chrome, forward swinging, and attached to the left side. The last addition, was not the most
expensive but may well be the most unique part of the bike is a small, rear-facing video camera

was installed beneath the seat and connected to a small, upward-tilted screen attached between
the forks just below the handlebars. Thus â€” no need for the clutter and obstruction of a pair of
rear view mirrors! This bike comes with free shipping in the lower 48 states. Make Kawasaki.
Model Kz May need a little gumout. I have a second identical KZ for sale also. A collectors
dream. I don't have the time to mess with them any more. Serious inquiries only. I will assist
with shipping. I have titles. Model Bobber. This is a Yamaha chopper bobber hard tail rigid
frame with a custom paint job. Runs strong and sounds good. Hollywood, FL. Baton Rouge, LA.
Memphis, TN. Waterford, MI. South Kingstown, RI. Brooksville, FL. Alpharetta, GA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Chopper. Year Make Triumph Model
Bonneville. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Lucie, Florida. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. This website uses cookies to ensure proper functionality of the
shopping cart and checkout progress. By continuing to browse the site you are agreeing to the
use of cookies. Click here to learn about cookie settings. Log In New Account. TC Bros. Free
Shipping on all U. Login New Account. The iconic Honda CB has be a staple in the custom
chopper scene since the 70's for many good reasons. They feature a bulletproof engine that has
plenty of power to get you up to speed that is smooth as silk, they are easy to find, and they are
very simple to work on. So if you are looking for a CB or already have one that you are working
on Rubber Mounted 3. Kreem Gas Tank Sealer Kit. Axed Tank. Mustang Tank. Weld-on Solo
Seat Spring Mounts. Solo Seat Mounting Kit with 3" springs. Honda CB Engine Stand. Black
Bates Style Headlight 5. Bates Style Headlight 5. Sportster Gas Tank Fits Narrow Alien Chopper
Gas Tank. Dealer Accessibility. Social Media. Choppers, LLC. Sign Up for Our Newsletter:
Subscribe. Cookie Policy This website uses cookies to ensure proper functionality of the
shopping cart and checkout progress. Accept Decline. Are you sure you want to decline? You
will be redirected away from TC Bros website. Yes, I want to leave. No, I want to stay. Make
Honda. Model CB. This cool chopper was built in I purchased about three years back in Las
Vegas from a guy that owned it since He bought it in Santa Cruz, California. Bike runs good.
Leaks a little oil from valve cover I believe. Very dependable. Clean title. Registered as a s
special construction cb Currently registered. Located in Sacramento. Other than that, buyer
must arrange shipping. Rear disk brake for great stoppage. Front wheel is the style that a front
brake can be hooked up to. Runs good, daily rider, kick and electric start, or 76 motor I think,
not past 76 for sure. Bike paint job is a cheap rattle can that looks good for the era bike that it is.
CB Rat bike project. I have assembled this from several parts bikes, I just don't have time to
mess with it anymore and I'm getting ready to move. All it needs is points, a new battery, carbs
tuned and float bowls adjusted and it will be running. It currently is not running but the engine
ran when I bought it. It has new coils, plugs, cables, a custom oil tank, an led light bar headlight,
led turn signals and stoplights. I used rebar for the fender strut, the paint job is rattle canned
flat black and meant to chip off and look weathered. I upgraded the front end to a goldwing dual
disc front end, the tires are in pretty good shape, but it needs a front inner tube. I designed a
leaf spring seat for a pretty cool look. It has no starter and is kick only, the wiring has been
redone so there is no provision for a starter any longer. Alabama doesn't title vehicles this old,
so you will get a bill of sale. Thanks for looking. Old school hand etched covers and valve
cover, this is a lost art. Valve cover bolts have been turned down, recessed and gold plated all
done in the 70's. The rest of the hardware is stainless. Tons invested. New Cycle X rims, chrome
with turned centers. Cycle X exhaust. Dyna S ignition. Registered in my name Tons of receipts.
Have all documentation, lots of history here. Have all documentation.. Not your average Honda
Chopper. This bike is very unique and has correct patina for its vintage. Everything works as it
should and the bike always attracts a crowd. Although the bike has a lot of new parts it is still 40
years old, so please do not expect a new bike. Runs great, trans shifts smoothly. The bike is
turn key and ready to go, needs nothing. If you are local fell free to contact me and come by to
take a look. All shipping and arrangements are the responsibility of the buyer. Up for your
consideration is a Honda CB K5. Clear Indiana title in my name. VIN cb Engine cbe This is a
good, complete non running project. Was last plated in and was running good at that time.
Engine turns over with good compression with kick or electric start. Frame is straight and
unaltered. Front and rear brakes are in working condition. Tires hold air but are older. Carbs
open with throttle and snap back. Shifts through all gears fine. Original key fits ignition and seat
lock. Inside of fuel is bright and clean. Bike was parked after the ignition quit turning bike on
and off. Wont take much to get this back on the road. See pics and feel free to message with any
questions or to see the bike in person. Sold as is no warranty. Full payment due via cashiers
check or cash in person. International buyers welcome with payment via wire transfer. Shipping

is the responsibility of the buyer. I can coordinate with shipper of your choice and hold the bike
safe until pick up can be arranged. Make Custom Built Motorcycles. Model Chopper. This bike is
registered as a CB It was blue tagged in when it was originally built. Harman front end rare
version with top tree so you can change out the bars. The frame is made by CCE. The seat was
custom made for this bike and fits perfectly. Engine has about miles on it. I've ridden this thing
from Sacramento to Phoenix and back with no issues. I've also ridden it from Sacramento to LA
and back a few times. It's a very reliable bike with great history. The head gasket is leaking a bit
and will need to be replaced, but the bike still runs great. I have the head gasket and valve cover
gaskets as well as some additional cover gaskets clutch cover, points cover, alternator cover,
etc. The chrome on the bike isn't in perfect condition but still nice. The carbs are jetted a little
too rich for this engine and should be swapped out with some stock carbs to run perfectly.
Again, the bike runs great as it sits. The frame, tank and fender are spray painted, not
professionally done. The alternator cover has some heavy scratching on it. The oil is fresh, the
timing, carbs and valves have all recently been adjusted and it runs very strong. Please ask any
and all questions before bidding. I'm willing to work with you on getting it shipped but you will
be overall responsible for shipping. Full payment due within 3 days of winning bid unless
otherwise agreed upon before hand. Clean title will be signed over upon complete payment.
Registered as a CB It has a refurbished CycleXchange engine in it with a stock rebuild inside.
The head gasket is leaking and will need to be replaced, but the bike still runs great. The
chrome on the bike isn't in perfect condition. The carbs are jetted a little too rich for this engine
and should be swapped out with some stock carbs to run perfect. The oil is fresh, the timing
and valves have all recently been adjusted and it runs very strong. Make American Ironhorse.
For Sale by owner. New street sweeper exhaust. Ultima 3" wide belt drive. Dry Barnett Race
Clutch. New Back Tire. Has been kept in enclosed area. Model Denver Chopper. Lighter,
trimmer, leaner. Perfect for around-town, shorter trips, or even a weekend getaway, the Gold
Wing F6B still offers plenty of storage capacity and performance, along with many of the Gold
Wing? Best of all, it has a clean, fresh look that? Featuring anti-lock brakes, the Honda
Satellite-Linked Navigation System and other exclusive features, it is truly in a class of its own.
Pick up is available 7 days a week. Call JOSH for complete details! Unit is located in the Upper
Ohio Valley. Give us a multi-tool and a little baling wire, and we can fix just about anything. Best
of all, the Pioneer is probably the best-built side-by-side anywhere, and that? Equipped with a
dual-rate suspension spring it? Recommended for drivers 16 years of age and older. And all
these big features come with one small price tag. Recommended for riders 16 years of age and
older. The Shadow Phantom has got to be the most unique Shadow we? Then the exhaust note
hits you: a deep, throaty pulse rumbling from dual exhausts. And downright impossible once
you? And best of all, the Shadow Phantom gets an estimated 56 miles per gallon! Sometimes a
whisper is way louder than a shout. And that? Extended Warranty Plans Available. This Honda
Shadow Spirit features a carbureted cc motor and 5 speed transmission. This Certified
motorcycle received a full service at our dealership. We have over units in stock! If you have
any questions please call or email The bike you look at today, and want to think about tonigh
fz1 parts diagram
2006 chevy van
volvo headlight washer
t, before buying it tomorrow, will be bought today, by someone who looked at it yesterday, and
thought about it last night! Model Atc. Decided I need space in my garage for my new truck
that's coming home one of these days. Quad has desert tank for larger gas capacity. Great
shape. Just serviced with oil change, carburetor rebuilt, valve adjustment, new spark plug etc.
Runs like a champ. Ready to go. Tags current. Just in time for Thanksgiving. Comes with paddle
tires for Glamis, woman's riding boots size 8 and riding pants size 6. Possibly helmet but
recommend buying a newer safer one. Payson, AZ. Lawrenceville, GA. Huntington Beach, CA.
Ridgefield, WA. Greenwood, IN. Rock Springs, WY. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Chopper. Lucie, Florida. Category - Engine Posted
Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Atc. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

